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- The primary focus this year has been work on the Centre Shelter. Shelter work continues to progress,
the exterior is mainly complete. Interior work will continue, however the Shelter will be operational this
snowmobile season. The stove and BBQ are installed/functioning.

- Grass was cleared at Musquash Shelter.
- Wood was cut at Thunder Mountain Shelter.
- Trail clearing has just started, a group was clearing the trail to Cheeyas this weekend.
- Executive Members attended the Sakwa Forestry meetings this fall and will continue to advocate for

the club and maintaining trail and shelter buffers in areas that have been designated for logging.
- We will need the support of the membership to help with trail maintenance. Please carry a hand saw

and or chainsaw and please clear the trail if you come across a fallen tree.
- Cabin Maintenance is always ongoing and we need further support to keep things up. Please replace

firewood and give a quick sweep when complete and please pack out any items.
- If you encounter a problem with any of the shelters please send an email to your executive so we can

plan a repair.
- Currently we do not have a trail Coordinator so please consider stepping up to help fill this very

important position.
- We have an abundance of signs and arrows, if you feel there are locations that need extra signage we

can hook you up with the markers of your choice. Just let us know the location and what your needs
are and we can hook you up with the right marker for the spot. We also have all of the small lake signs
back at the C-can so if a sign is missing we likely will have a replacement for it.

- We have a dedicated trail ‘Posse’ within our community that have always stepped up over the years to
help our trail system stay pristine but like everything else not all work can fall on the same people
continuously. If you would like to become a part of the posse I can hook you up with some great
people to help out on our trail system which could include trail widening, grooming, adding signs or
markers, or just cleaning up some fallen trees after a wind storm. There is always plenty of fun that
goes along with these mini work events so please consider becoming a part of the Posse!

Have a Great Sledding Season !

Randy Steinhauer & Dave Street
RBSC Trail Coordinators
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